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Seoul,

Rev. Dr.. Arthur J. Brown,
156 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

My dear doctor Brown

There are two letters of

ing which I desire to write you a line. In the first place

in regard to the Union Church for Korea> you can readily see

how essential it is that all of the Presbyterians working in

this land should unite in one Union Church, and we cannot ..

expect that this one Union Church shall be connected with

either one of the Churches whose representatives are’ sent

here and it certainly cannot be conneo-ted with them all.

Noi a few of us here feel that we ha\re perhaps gone somewhat

slowly in the matter of ordaining ministers of the GoepaJ

but we believe that i iff it has been an error, it has been an
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yours to the Mission Vbnoern-

error on the side of caution and it is far better to err on

this side rather than on the other. It h6d seemed ks&cx /

to us that it would be better for the Church when forst or-

ganized to be largely composed of missionaries, for the native,

realize what Presbyterian government is, and that until they

themselves are presbyters they will have practically no voice
matter of > ,

in^the Church government. Before they become presbyters we

•

should allow them to sit on Sessions and what might be termec

Church Councils/^ consult with them but we definitely

let them know that none but ordained ruling and preaching

elders can have a vote. This they^fully realize ana it is

the desire of the missionaries here to be so organized that

as each new ruling or preaching elder is prepared to take
y f

his place, he may be accorded all the privileges that are due
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him and in this way they will he gradually he trained ao that

they will know how to catry on the government of the Church,

This certainly seems to me to be a wise precaution that at

the 8 tart the foreigners should he in the majority. Tie

cannot expect that the aative Presbyterian Church can suddenly

become full fledged and it has seemed to the most of bs that

whiiw it wo did he just as well while they are being trained

for tnis work that there should he sufficient control by

the presence of foreigners.
s

You say that it is noteworthy

that in the case of other existing
,
native, independent

churches their date of orgainzation was deferred until the

number of ordained ministers and elders was much larger than

the number of missionaries and that the native element had

maintained its original proportion, but it has seemed to some

of us that there has beon a mistake here, which might with
advantage be avoided in Korea. The Koreans themselves 'woulc

understand fully our attitude in the matter and I feel sure

that if it were put to a vote of our leading men, including
elders, deacons, candidated for the miaistry and helpers

they would welcome the suggestion made by the missionaries

thus far. It seems to me that rfc we want to prepare the

Korean Church gradually for absolute independenoy and that

we ought therefore, to take into our Councils as fast as the 1

are prepared all ordained Korean elders and ministers and thjit

they would be given as soon as ordained the vote that their
ordination entitles them to.

_Ln re 5ard ^-BKo9-
8-!i o .c oncerning paBtors for the

c onstantly increasing number of native congregations, w/>

of us realize most fully the necessity oPthis^and T think
fVnf * “k-CCT i

'

' T-”* 7!"
.that our reports from year to year will show that very few
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if any of our missionaries are pastors of local churches in

the sense in which that word is ased at home. It is the
, . . but

natives who do the pastoral work jurt up to the present time

it has been deemed wise by a majority of the missionaries in

Korea that full ordination to the ministry with permission

to administer sacraments, etc., ought to be given very slewly.

I think that the Mission as a Mission feels that we must pro-

vide the ministry for Korea in two waysi fte must take of

the besTmen we have and by having then under our care and

instruction! gradually train them up for the pastorate qnd

when they have been sufficiently drilled and instructed,

induct them into the same. !fe must also at the same time

take young men, give them a good thorough academic foundation
and they when they are ready, take them into what will be our
Theological Seminary. Neither one of these plans should
be followed to the exclusion of the other. Only by a
careful following up of both will the best results be ob-
tained. Although Seoul Station has not heretofore called
them candidates for the ministry there are quite a number
of men whom without giving them the name, we have had in

'

preparation. Ia the course of three or four years we trust
that several will be ordained. Our acadeay, on the other
hand we want mainly for the training ofcycunghmen whom we
hope will be useful in the Gospel ministry, but in a great
many cases we prefer that their decision should be made
after mature deliberation, when- nearly through their academi,

.he best pupil we at 'the present time have in the
academy is a young man who is going there with the Gospel'
ministry definitely in view • . .y in view. He is working towards that

tands very high in the estimation of his teachers and

A
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will make an excellent man. There are others also in the

academy with this in view and have so expressed themaelve8

and there are still others whom we hope will be led to take

this step. when the time comes.

In regard to your letter of Dec. 9th and the new Station
problem you speak of detaching men from other stations for

opening this work. Of course as far as Seoul Station is

concerned as one of the new Stations proposed is to be in
part in Seoul Station territory and is really to enable

Seoul Station workers to the better reach their work, we

can certainly spare one to undertake the work of this new

Station, and at the meeting when this was discussed it the

members of Seoul Station so agreed, but if you are going to

detach from Fusan one of the men there, whom would you take?
You have only one clerical, senior missionary there and
our rules would not allow ±kal any but a Senior missionary'

to start a new Station. You would hardly take away from*
Fusan the only one of the clerical men who can speak the
language and with efficiency carry on the work. In addi-
tion to this I remember that when I was at New York at
the Conference of Eoard workers, when it was felt that

mien asked the question, I doubted the advisability of the
Board’s issu.ing any such order and said that it would be
time enough to issue the order after the Mission had refusi
to listen to a suggestion along that line from the Board.

The Board then appointed Mr. Hall directly to Pusan Station
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bringing the number of workers up to its present force, and

now is the Board going to suggest that the number be reduced?

I feel, especially after all that has, been said about Fusan

Station and the personal element that has entered into the

discussion, that for the permanent welfare of the work in
. . »

South Kyung Saw Do, the Board ought to see to it .that the

force is not reduced. The Board has definitely decided

to stay in Fusan and I think rightly so. Fusan Station

for the first time in some years has felt that it was go-

ing to receive its fair share of attention. The last year's

reports from there are most encouraging and it does seem

to me that nothing ought to be said lor done that would _in

any way tend to mar the bright prospects that face that

Station at the present time. Then you say that Seoul has

ten men. If you will carefully count over the men and then

the work assigned them, you will see that Vinton, Gale and

I are in the main assigned to general mission work not for

the whole field and not to local work. lty assignment

does allow a small amount of evangelistic work in and around

Seoul, but for the other two this is almost impossible.

Then when you remember that Clark, TTelbon, Sharp and Killer

are none of them Senior missionaries, Pyeng Yang is far

better equipped in its missionary force that Seoul Station,

and while it is granted that they have the larger force, you

ought also to bear in mind that consequently they have a much

larger force of natives to assist in the work. Of course

started, we cannot at the present time start

either of the new utations so that the .matter must lie in

ab
l
ynnce ——

-

the war is °™£: At the same time your
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letter having raised the question I wanted to put this phase

before you? Of course you know tha^ the war is with us and

have read of the' Japanese successes. All is quiet here.

The Syen Chyun people were called in from Syen Chyun by

Dr. Allen but all have not yet arrived at Pyeng Yang, the

Sharrocfcs still remaining on acoount of the illness of one

of their children. fie had some fear for the Syen Chyun

people as there had been one skirmish just outside of

Pyeng Yang. fie were very glad when the telegram came yes-

terday saying that they had arrived safely in the city.

The work in Seoul goes on as usual. Prospects are brighter

than previously, tho’ I fear that some of the people will

be so taken up with the war that it will be hard in many

cases to get them to keep their attention on religious thingfe

I believe that the result of the war will be such that a*

wider door will be opened to us and I regret very much in-

deed that we have not the men here now so that when the door

is open they would be ready to enter in. flith kindest
'ji

regards from us all.

Yours most sincerely,

('


